


to deliver a SOCIAL STYLE profile as well as 

a library of training and development mate

rials," he adds. The mission-critical survey 

platform, which is referred to as TRACOM 

MAX, supports the firm's global and high

volume initiatives. 

To fortify continuity-as well as revenue 

streams -the firm recently moved this plat

form to a third-party data provider, Latisys. 

According to Collins, the data center and 

collocation provider offers TRAC OM GROUP 

a managed, hosted service including high 

availability, full redundancy and SAS 70 

auditing. "What we are looking for is 99 

percent-plus uptime for our customers." 

Data Center Resilience 

In the Latisys' Denver-area data center, 

TRACOM GROUP is running a virtualized 

server environment offering the benefits of 

consolidation, enhanced reliability, better 

performance and cost savings. The virtual 

machines also provide a more efficient test 

and development environment. 

"What we've done is provide a staging 

environment that is fully redundant 

and an exact replica of our production 
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environment," Collins says. "We use the 

two environments as part of a develop

ment and testing process offering system 

developers analysis in a secure virtualized 

atmosphere." 

For added resilience in the data center 

production environment, TRACOM GROUP 

uses load balancing. The technology assists 

in accommodating higher workloads of 

traffic and offering faster results. "In addi

tion, an alternative server can take over if 

a server should crash or we simply need to 

take one out of service for maintenance," 

Collins adds. 

Replication, mirroring and backup ser-
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party applications. For example, customer 

relationship management (CRM) functions 

are supplemented by Salesforce.com. "We 

feel that software as a service can offer a 

higher level of availability and reliability 

than sometimes a business can provide on 

its own." Collins notes. 

There's no question that TRACOM 

GROUP's international client base strongly 

influences its need for highly effective con

tinuity practices. "Consider that a manager 

going through one of our training programs 

may be located in San Diego, while her 

boss is in London and other colleagues 

in the village of Kuala Lumpur, Japan or 

vices are also supplied by the firm's data Chicago," says Sean Essex, TRACOM's 

center provider. "We have a support con

tract to accommodate the high availability 

demands of mission-critical applications and 

data," Collins adds. "In a very real way this 

allows us to focus on running our business 

and meeting customer needs, not manag

ing technology." 

Best-of-Breed Technology 

TRAC OM GROUP is relying on the cloud 

environment for some mission-critical third-

director of marketing. "Our availability and 

uptime must be at the same high level any

where in the world." 

According to Essex, TRAC OM GROUP is 

now better positioned to quickly identify 

potential business-limiting situations and 

outages and take steps to minimize their 

impact. In addition, company and client 

data is now managed in a way that exceeds 

all global legal requirements and opera

tional best practices. 
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